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Tone rows and tropes.

Abstract: Complete classification of tone rows in the twelve tone scale is described.
We analyze the notion of “equivalent” or “similar” tone rows and, therefore, we
introduce the notion of “group actions”. Equivalent tone rows are collected to an
orbit of tone-rows. Moreover, we deduce that different degrees of similarity can be
described by different groups G acting on the set of all tone rows. In the sequel
we explain which groups G are musically reasonable to be taken into account. The
main objects of the present talk are the orbits of tone rows under the action of the
direct product of two dihedral groups, i.e. G = D12 ×D12. This means that tone
rows are equivalent if and only if they can be constructed by transposing, inversion,
retrograde, and/or time shift from a single row. Consequently, tone rows which
are equivalent according to the notion of Arnold Schönberg are equivalent in our
sense. However, since we also consider the time shift, there exist tone rows which
are not equivalent according to Schönberg but equivalent according to our notion.

For some tone rows f it is possible that certain operations leave f invariant. This
leads to the notion of “stabilizers” and “stabilizer types” of tone rows. In our main
setting of D12×D12- orbits of tone rows we distinguish 17 different stabilizer types.

Computing the list of intervals between consecutive tones of a tone row, we de-
termine the interval structure of D12 ×D12-tone rows, we discuss all-interval rows
and all-distances-twice rows.



The notion of “tropes” introduced by Josef Matthias Hauer suits very well for the
classification of D12 × D12-tone rows. We describe tropes as unordered pairs of
hexachords and determine G-orbits of tropes for certain groups G. The trope
structure is an interesting property of the D12×D12-orbits of tone rows. It can be
used to describe the different stabilizer types in our main setting.

Finally, a database containing the complete list of D12×D12-orbits of tone rows is
presented. Next to many different “properties” of tone rows we were collecting tone
rows appearing in works of various composers. Hence it is also possible to search
for musical information on a given tone row. This opens the door for new research:
Since we have normal forms of tone rows, it is easy to check, whether similar
tone rows appeared in different compositions. Or knowing certain properties of
tone rows it is interesting to study whether we can deduce from the composition
that the composer was aware of these properties. (Joint work with Peter Lackner,
University of Music and Performing Arts Graz.)


